
Terms and Conditions of the "Gifts Last Chance" promotional campaign 

on December 13-20, 2022 

 

1. These Regulations define the rules of the promotional campaign organized by the 

nessi-sport.com store, run by Progres W. Izbicki, N. Sztander, Ż. Adamus General 

Partnership, ul. Jana III Sobieskiego 16, 32-650 Kęty, on December 13-20, 2022 until 

23.59. 

2. The promotional campaign is intended for all customers of the nessi-sport.com store. 

3. The "Gifts Last Chance" promotional campaign applies to selected models of clothing 

and accessories, available in the categories at: https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/perfect-

christmas-gits-2 

4. Products included in the "Gifts Last Chance" promotional campaign are available until 

the end of the promotion or until stocks run out. 

5. The "Last Chance Gifts" promotional campaign cannot be combined with other 

promotions or permanent discounts. 

6. The "Leggings second pair for 50%" promotion applies to products available in the 

category: https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/running-leggings. By adding two pieces of 

leggings covered by the promotion to the basket, the second cheaper piece is 

automatically discounted by 50%. 

7. The "MERINO 1+1 caps for free" promotion applies to products available in the 

category: https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/merino-free. By adding two pieces of 

eligible hats to the basket, the second cheaper piece will be free. 

8. The promotion "Cheaper in the set" applies to products available in the category: 

https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/cheaper-in-the-set. By adding one of the jackets 

covered by the promotion to the basket, the longsleeve is free. 

9. The "Unique" promotion applies to products available in the category: 

https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/unique-collection-en. To take advantage of the 

promotion, use the code UNIQUE in the discount coupon field. All Unique products 

will be discounted by 25% in the basket. 

10. Goods purchased on nessi-sport.com can be returned in accordance with the terms and 

conditions regarding exchanges and returns applicable on nessi-sport.com and 

available at: https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/return.html(returns) and 

https://www.nessi-sport.com/en/exchange-of-goods.html (exchanges). 

11. Important! When returning goods purchased in a set, in accordance with the rules of 

the promotion "Thermo underwear sets" and "Leggings second pair -50%", "Cheaper 

in the set" and "MERINO 1+1 caps for free", the customer is obliged to return the set, 

i.e. all products purchased in a given promotion. 

12. In the case of returning products in accordance with the terms of returns and 

exchanges used in the nessi-sport.com store within 14 days from the date of purchase, 

the Customer will receive a refund in the same form in which the payment for the 

returned goods was made, in the amount equal to the price paid by the Customer for 

the same goods. 
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